Abstract. We investigate two classes of monoids and integral domains, called inside and outside factorial, whose definitions are closely related in a divisor-theoretic manner to the concept of unique factorization. We prove that a monoid is outside factorial if and only if it is a Krull monoid with torsion class group, and that it is inside factorial if and only if its root-closure is a rational generalized Krull monoid with torsion class group. We determine the structure of Cale bases of inside factorial monoids and characterize inside factorial monoids among weakly Krull monoids. These characterizations carry over to integral domains. Inside factorial orders in algebraic number fields are charcterized by several other factorization properties.
Introduction and Notations
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in factorization properties of monoids and integral domains which do not have unique factorization. For an overview of these investigations the reader may consult the volume [1] , and in particular the article [2] . In this paper, we reconsider an approach of the third author [16] . The idea is to study monoids which are not too far away from factorial monoids and thus share some of their nice factorization properties. This idea was made precise in [16] by the introduction of inside factorial and outside factorial monoids (see Definition 1 below). There the author succeeded in characterizing outside factorial monoids as special Krull monoids and integrally closed inside factorial monoids as special rational generalized Krull monoids.
In the meantime, we have a better understanding of the ideal theory and divisor theory of monoids and the associated class groups. Using these tools, we give a fresh characterization of outside factorial and integrally closed inside factorial monoids using class groups (Theorems 1 and 3). We are also able to characterize inside factorial monoids in general (Theorem 4), to describe the structure of their Cale bases (Theorem 2) and to characterize inside factorial monoids among weakly Krull monoids. In particular, we characterize inside factorial monoids among the multiplicative monoids of orders in algebraic number fields.
Throughout this paper, a monoid H means a commutative and cancellative semigroup, mostly written multiplicatively, with an identity element 1. For a, b ∈ H, we write as usual a | H b if b = ac for some c ∈ H, and simply a | b if there is no danger of confusion. Two elements a, b ∈ H are called associated if a | b and b | a. We denote by H × the group of invertible elements of H, by H red = H/H × the associated reduced monoid and by QH a quotient group of H. By an overmonoid of H we mean a monoid between H and QH, and a submonoid S ⊂ H is always assumed to have 1 S = 1 H . A family (H i ) i∈I of overmonoids of H is called of finite character if every element of QH lies in H × i for almost all i ∈ I, and it is called a defining family of H if H = i∈I H i .
By an ideal of H we mean a subset ∅ = J ⊂ H satisfying JH ⊂ J, and we denote by √ J the radical of J. An ideal P of H is called a prime ideal if H \ P is a submonoid of H. We denote by spec(H) the set of all prime ideals of H and by X(H) the set of all minimal prime ideals of H. For a prime ideal P ∈ spec(H) we denote by H P = {s −1 a | s ∈ H \ P, a ∈ H} ⊂ QH the quotient monoid of H with respect to P . An overmonoid D ⊃ H is called H-essential if D = H P for some P ∈ spec(H). For undefined notions (especially concerning the ideal and divisor theory of monoids) we refer the reader to [11] . Observe however, that in [11] all monoids are assumed to contain a zero element so that formally we must adjoin a zero element before applying those results.
We denote by N the set of positive integers and set N 0 = N ∪ {0}.
Recall that a monoid homomorphism ϕ : H → D is called a divisor homomorphism if, for all a, b ∈ H, ϕ(a) | D ϕ(b) implies a | H b. With this notion, we can rephrase the definitions of outside and inside factorial monoids as follows.
Definition 1.
A monoid H is called a) outside factorial , if there exists a divisor homomorphism ϕ : H → D into a factorial monoid D such that for every x ∈ D there exists some n ∈ N with x n ∈ ϕ(H); b) inside factorial , if there exists a divisor homomorphism ϕ : D → H from a factorial monoid D such that for every x ∈ H there exists some n ∈ N such that x n ∈ ϕ(D).
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we investigate rational generalized Krull monoids and their class groups. As a consequence, we obtain a fresh proof for the characterization of outside factorial monoids given in [16] . In section 3 we introduce Cale bases, investigate them using extraction analysis and explore their fundamental role for the arithmetic of inside factorial monoids. In section 4 we characterize root-closed inside factorial monoids and in particular the Krull monoids among them. In section 5 we characterize inside factorial monoids among weakly Krull monoids. Finally, in section 6 we apply our results to noetherian integral domains. In particular, for orders in algebraic number fields, we relate the condition of being inside factorial to several other arithmetical properties (Proposition 9).
Generalized Krull monoids and their class groups
Let ϕ : H → D be a monoid homomorphism and Qϕ : QH → QD its quotient homomorphism. Then
is called the class group of ϕ. For a ∈ D, we denote by [a] ∈ C(ϕ) the class of a. The homomorphism ϕ is called cofinal if for every a ∈ D there exists some u ∈ H such that a | ϕ(u).
Clearly, ϕ is cofinal if and only if
Let I t (H) * be the monoid of all t-invertible t-ideals of H and C t (H) the (t-)class group of H. The canonical divisor homomorphism
is cofinal and, by the very definition of C t (H), there is a natural isomorphism C(∂) ∼ → C t (H). A (rational) generalized Krull monoid H is a monoid that possesses a defining system of finite character consisting of H-essential (rational) primary valuation monoids. Recall that a monoid V is called a primary valuation monoid if there exists a subgroup Γ of (R, +) such that V red is isomorphic to Γ ≥0 = {γ ∈ Γ | γ ≥ 0}. If Γ ⊂ Q, then V is called a rational primary valuation monoid. We start with an idelic description of the class group of a generalized Krull monoid.
For a family (H i ) i∈I of monoids, we consider their coproduct
For the convenience of the reader, we state the following simple Lemma and give its proof.
Lemma 1.
Let H be a monoid and (H i ) i∈I a defining system of H of finite character. Then the reduced diagonal homomorphism δ :
is of finite character). Therefore δ : H → D as given above is a monoid homomorphism. If a, b ∈ H and δ(a) | δ(b), then a −1 b ∈ H i for all i ∈ I, hence a −1 b ∈ H (since (H i ) i∈I is a defining system), and consequently a | b.
If H is a (rational) generalized Krull monoid, then every prime t-ideal of H is t-maximal, and therefore the set of all prime t-ideals of H coincides with the set X(H) of all minimal prime ideals of H. Moreover {H P | P ∈ X(H)} is the smallest defining system of finite character of H consisting of H-essential valuation monoids, and therefore H P is a (rational) primary valuation monoid for every P ∈ X(H); for these facts see [11] , Theorem 22.4. Proposition 1. Let H be a generalized Krull monoid and
the reduced diagonal homomorphism. Then δ is a quasi divisor theory, and there is a natural isomorphism C(δ)
Proof. By Lemma 1 and the remarks above, δ is a divisor homomorphism. By [11] , Theorem 20.5, it is sufficient to prove that δ is a quasi divisor theory. Note that D is a reduced GCDmonoid in which the gcd is determined component-wise. We view the monoids (H P ) red as submonoids of D. Then every α ∈ D \ {1} has a unique factorization α = α 1 · . . . · α n , where α i ∈ (H P i ) red \ {1} for distinct P 1 , . . . , P n ∈ X(H). Hence it is sufficient to show:
For every P ∈ X(H) and 1 = α ∈ (H P ) red , there exist elements
If P ∈ X(H) and 1 = α ∈ (H P ) red , then α = aH × P for some a ∈ P . Let P, P 1 , . . . , P n be all prime t-ideals of H containing a, and pick elements a i ∈ P \ P i . Since H P is primary, there exists some N ∈ N such that a | a N i in H P for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now it is evident that
Proposition 2. Let H be a monoid, I a set and ϕ :
≥0 a divisor homomorphism. Then H is a rational generalized Krull monoid, and there is a group monomorphism φ :
Proof. If ϕ = (ϕ i ) i∈I , then by [15] , Corollary 1, there is a subset J ⊂ I such that (ϕ i ) i∈J is the family of all essential homomorphisms H → R ≥0 . In particular, ((Qϕ i ) −1 (R ≥0 )) i∈I is the family of all H-essential valuation overmonoids of H, and hence H is a rational generalized Krull monoid. By [11] , Theorem 22.4, there exists a bijection ε :
be the reduced diagonal homomorphism. There is an injective homomorphism θ :
such that θ • δ = ϕ, and θ induces a group monomorphism θ * : C(∂) → C(ϕ). By Proposition 1, C t (H) C(∂), and the assertion follows. ≥0 for some set I such that C(ϕ) is a torsion group. (b) H is a rational generalized Krull monoid, and C t (H) is a torsion group. (c) H is a rational generalized Krull monoid, and every P ∈ X(H) is the radical of a principal ideal.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b) By Proposition 2, H is a rational generalized Krull monoid, and there is a group monomorphism φ :
there is a subgroup Γ P ⊂ Q and an isomorphism (H P ) red ∼ → (Γ P ) ≥0 , which induces a divisor homomorphism ε P : (H P ) red → Q ≥0 . We consider the homomorphism
, where δ is the reduced diagonal homomorphism and ε = (ε P ) P ∈X(H) . Clearly, ϕ is a divisor homomorphism,
By definition, Q (X(H)) /im(Qε) is a torsion group. ε induces an epimorphism
hence im(Qε)/im(Qϕ) is a torsion group, an consequently C(ϕ) is also a torsion group. To prove the remaining case, we assume that H is a rational generalized Krull monoid and consider the reduced diagonal homomorphism
(b) =⇒ (c) Let P ∈ X(H) and 1 = α P ∈ (H P ) red be given. Since C(δ) C t (H) is a torsion group, there exists some n ∈ N such that [α n P ] = n[α P ] = 0 ∈ C(δ) and hence α n P = δ(a) for some a ∈ H. Since a ∈ P and a / ∈ P for all P ∈ X(H) \ {P }, we obtain P = √ aH by [11] , Theorem 6.7.
(c) =⇒ (b) Since C t (H) C(δ) and C(δ) is generated by all elements of the form [α P ] for P ∈ X(H) and α P ∈ (H P ) red it suffices to prove that all these elements have finite order. Suppose that P ∈ X(H) and 1 = α P ∈ (H P ) red . Let a ∈ H be such that P = √ aH. By [11] , Theorem 6.7, P is the only prime ideal containing a, which implies δ(a) ∈ (H P ) red . Since (H P ) red is a rational valuation monoid, there exist k, l ∈ N such that α l P = (aH
Corollary 1. For a monoid H, the following assertions are equivalent: (a) There exists a divisor homomorphism ϕ : H → N (I) 0 for some set I such that C(ϕ) is a torsion group. (b) H is a Krull monoid, and C t (H) is a torsion group. (c) H is a Krull monoid, and every P ∈ X(H) is the radical of a principal ideal.
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from Proposition 3. ≥0 is defined by ϕ(x) = ϕ(x), then there is a natural exact sequence
showing that C( ϕ) is a torsion group. Hence C t (H) is a torsion group by Proposition 3. for some set I and C(ϕ) ∼ = C t (H) by [11] , Theorem 20.5, the assertion follows.
Remark. The equivalence of (b) and (c) in Corollary 1 was first proved in [16] , Theorem 4, ii). For several other characterizations of Krull monoids with torsion class group see [11] , Exercise 22.4.
With the necessary facts concerning class groups now developed, it is fairly easy to characterize outside factorial monoids.
Theorem 1 (Characterization of outside factorial monoids). A monoid H is outside factorial if and only if it is a Krull monoid with torsion class group C t (H).
Proof. Let H be outside factorial and ϕ : H → D a divisor homomorphism into a factorial monoid D such that for each x ∈ D there exists some n ∈ N with x n ∈ ϕ(H). By [11] , Theorem 23.3, H is a Krull monoid. Since D is factorial, we have D red N (I) 0 for some set I, and ϕ induces a divisor homomorphism
is the canonical epimorphism followed by an isomorphism. If
is a torsion group, and by Proposition 3 the class group C t (H) is also a torsion group.
To prove the reverse implication, let H be a Krull monoid with torsion class group. By Corollary 1, there exists a divisor homomorphism ϕ :
0 for some set I such that C(ϕ) is a torsion group. Consequently, for every x ∈ D there exists some n ∈ N such that x n ∈ ϕ(H). Therefore H is outside factorial.
Cale bases
Definition 2. Let H be a monoid. A subset Q ⊂ H is called a Cale basis for H, if the submonoid F = H × [Q] generated by Q and H × has the following two properties:
(C2) For every x ∈ H, there exists some n ∈ N such that x n ∈ F .
Note that (C1) means that F is a factorial monoid and Q is a complete system of pairwise non-associated primes of F . Proof. Let H be inside factorial. Let ϕ : D → H be a divisor homomorphism such that D is a factorial monoid, and for every x ∈ H there is some n ∈ N with x n ∈ ϕ(D). Let P be a complete system of pairwise non-associated primes of D. We assert that ϕ(P ) is a Cale basis for D. For the proof of this assertion we verify the conditions (C1) and (C2).
(C1) Suppose we have a relation
are associated in H, and since ϕ is a divisor homomorphism, the elements
is a factorial monoid, and thus it is sufficient to prove that the injection F → H is a divisor homomorphism. Suppose that x, y ∈ F and x | H y, say y = ax for some a ∈ H. Then there exists some n ∈ N such that a n ∈ F and hence x n | F y n . Since F is factorial, we infer x | F y.
For a closer investigation of Cale bases, we use extraction analysis as introduced in [14] . For x, y ∈ H, we set
For the elementary properties of sλ, we refer the reader to [14] . In particular, we shall make use of the relation kλ(x k , y l ) = lλ(x, y), which holds for all x, y ∈ H and k, l ∈ N. The monoid H is called an extraction monoid if for any x, y ∈ H \ H × there exist positive integers m, n ∈ N such that x m | y n and λ(x, y) = m n .
Lemma 2. Let Q be a Cale basis for the monoid H and x, y ∈ H. (a) Let d ∈ N be such that
where ε ∈ H × , ν(q) ∈ N 0 and ν(q) = 0 for almost all q ∈ Q. Then we have
and H is an extraction monoid. (d) For q ∈ Q, we have λ(q, x) > 0 if and only if x ∈ √ qH (or, equivalently, q | x n for some n ∈ N). (e) For q ∈ Q, we have q ∈ √ xH if and only if x k = εq s for some k, s ∈ N and ε ∈ H × .
(f) If q ∈ Q and q | xy, then there exists some n ∈ N such that q | x n or q | y n .
Proof. Throughout the proof, we suppose that
. Suppose now that q ∈ Q and m, n ∈ N are such that q m | H x n . Let k ∈ N be such that q mk , x nk ∈ F and q mk | F x nk . Then
which (by unique factorization) implies mkd ≤ nkν(q) and hence
we infer, for all q ∈ Q,
(c) Let q 0 ∈ Q be such that
By (a), this implies ν(q)µ(q 0 ) ≤ µ(q)ν(q 0 ) for all q ∈ Q and hence
Therefore we obtain
Suppose now that x m | H y n for some m, n ∈ N. Let k ∈ N be such that x mk , y nk ∈ F and x mk | F y nk . Then we have x mkde | F y nkde , and by unique factorization we obtain mkeν(q) ≤ nkdµ(q) for all q ∈ Q, which implies
Let k ∈ N be such that x nk ∈ F and q k | F x nk . Then q kd | F x nkd and therefore nkν(q) > 0 which implies λ(q, x) > 0 by (a).
(e) If q ∈ √ xH, then x | H q m for some m ∈ N. If k ∈ N is such that x k ∈ F and x k | F q mk , then x k = εq s for some ε ∈ H × and s ∈ N (since q is a prime element of F ).
If x k = εq s for some k, s ∈ N and ε ∈ H × , then q s ∈ xH and hence q ∈ √ xH. (f) If q | xy, then 0 < λ(q, xy) = λ(q, x) + λ(q, y) by (b) and (d) , and therefore λ(q, x) > 0 or λ(q, y) > 0. Now the assertion follows by (d) .
Remark. Call an element q of a monoid H almost primary, if x, y ∈ H and q | xy implies q | x n or q | y n for some n ∈ N. Then Lemma 2 (f) shows that the elements of a Cale basis are almost primary. However, the elements of a Cale basis need not be primary (see Example 2 in section 6), and they also need not be irreducible (indeed, if q is an element of a Cale basis of H, then every power q n is also an element of a Cale basis, see Corollary 2 below).
Theorem 2 (Structure of Cale bases). Let H be an inside factorial monoid and Q ⊂ H. Then Q is a Cale basis if and only if
is a bijective map.
Proof. 1. Let first Q be a Cale basis. In order to show that ι Q is a bijective map as asserted, we shall prove:
(1) If q ∈ Q, x, y ∈ H and xy ∈ √ qH, then by Lemma 2, (b) and (d), we have 0 < λ(q, xy) = λ(q, x) + λ(q, y) .
Therefore we obtain λ(q, x) > 0 or λ(q, y) > 0 and consequently x ∈ √ qH or y ∈ √ qH.
(2) Suppose that P ∈ spec(H), x ∈ P , and let k ∈ N be such that
is factorial and Q is a complete system of pairwise non-associated primes of H × [Q], there exists some q ∈ Q such that q | x k and hence x ∈ √ qH.
(3) If q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q and √ q 1 H ⊂ √ q 2 H, then q 1 ∈ √ q 2 H and Lemma 2 (e) implies q k 2 = εq s 1 for some ε ∈ H × and k, s ∈ N. Consequently, we have q 1 = q 2 .
2. Now, let ι Q be a bijective map. By Proposition 4, H possesses a Cale basis Q , and as we have just proved, the map ι Q : Q → X(H) is bijective. Hence ι = ι
We show that Q satisfies (C1) and (C2).
(C1) Suppose that
where ε, ε ∈ H × , ν(q), ν (q) ∈ N 0 and ν(q) = ν (q) = 0 for almost all q ∈ Q. We set
Then we obtain
and hence
is a Cale basis and ι is bijective. Therefore we get t(q)ν(q)k(q) = t(q)ν (q)k(q) and consequently ν(q) = ν (q) for all q ∈ Q.
, say
where ε ∈ H × , ν(q) ∈ N 0 and ν(q) = 0 for almost all q ∈ Q. We set
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2. Let Q be a Cale basis for the monoid H. A subset Q ⊂ H is a Cale basis if and only if there exists a bijective map ι : Q → Q with the following property: For every q ∈ Q, there exist k(q) , s(q) ∈ N and ε(q) ∈ H × such that q s(q) = ε(q)ι(q) m(q) .
Proof. Obvious by Lemma 2 (e) and Theorem 2.
Definition 3. Let H be a monoid. a) A Cale basis Q for H is called tame, if for every q ∈ Q there exists some e(q) ∈ N such that e(q)λ(q, x) ∈ N 0 for all x ∈ H.
b) H is called tamely inside factorial if H possesses a tame Cale basis.
Corollary 3. Let H be tamely inside factorial. Then every Cale basis for H is tame.
Proof. Let Q be any Cale basis and Q a tame Cale basis for H. If q ∈ Q, then Corollary 2 shows that q s = εq k for some q ∈ Q , ε ∈ H × and s, k ∈ N. Let e ∈ N be such that eλ(q , x) ∈ N 0 for all x ∈ H. Then we obtain
for all x ∈ H, and hence Q is also tame.
Root-closed inside factorial monoids
For a monoid H with quotient group QH, we call 
by ϕ(x) = (λ(q, x)) q∈Q .
For q, q ∈ Q, Lemma 2 (a) implies
and therefore N (Q) 0 ⊂ ϕ(H). Hence C(ϕ) is a torsion group. Next we prove that ϕ is a divisor homomorphism. Suppose that x, y ∈ H and ϕ(x) | ϕ(y) in Q (Q) ≥0 , which means λ(q, x) ≤ λ(q, y) for all q ∈ Q. Let d ∈ N be such that
where ε, η ∈ H × , ν(q), µ(q) ∈ N 0 and ν(q) = µ(q) = 0 for almost all q ∈ Q. By Lemma 2 (a), we obtain ν(q) ≤ µ(q) for all q ∈ Q, hence x d | y d , and since H is root-closed, x | y follows. Now Proposition 3 implies that H is a rational generalized Krull monoid and C t (H) is a torsion group.
If H is tamely inside factorial, then there exists a family (e(q)) q∈Q of positive integers such that e(q)λ(q, x) ∈ N 0 for all q ∈ Q and x ∈ H. If φ :
is defined by φ(x) = (e(q)λ(q, x)) q∈Q , then φ is also a divisor homomorphism, and therefore H is a Krull monoid by [11] , Theorem 23. 4 2. Let H be a rational generalized Krull monoid and let C t (H) be a torsion group. By Proposition 3, there exists a divisor homomorphism ϕ : H → Q (I) ≥0 (for some set I) such that C(ϕ) is a torsion group. For i ∈ I, let e i ∈ Q (I) ≥0 be the i-th unit vector and m i ∈ N such that m i e i ∈ ϕ(H), say m i e i = ϕ(q i ) with q i ∈ H. We assert that Q = {q i | i ∈ I} is a Cale basis for H. To prove this assertion, we verify the conditions (C1) and (C2).
where ε, ε ∈ H × , ν i , ν i ∈ N 0 and ν i = ν i = 0 for almost all i ∈ I. Applying ϕ, we obtain
≥0 and hence ν i = ν i for all i ∈ I. (C2) Suppose that x ∈ H, and let k ∈ N be such that ϕ(
If H is a Krull monoid, we may assume that ϕ(H) ⊂ N
0 . In order to prove that Q is tame, we will show that m i λ(q i , x) ∈ N 0 for all i ∈ I and x ∈ H. If x ∈ H and
where d ∈ N, ε ∈ H × , ν i ∈ N 0 and ν i = 0 for almost all i ∈ I, then
Corollary 4. A monoid is outside factorial if and only if it is root-closed and tamely inside factorial.
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, observing that a Krull monoid is root-closed.
Root extensions
Definition 4. Let H ⊂ S be monoids (with 1 H = 1 S ). We call H ⊂ S a root extension if for every x ∈ S there exists some n ∈ N such that x n ∈ H.
Proposition 5. Let H ⊂ S be a root extension of monoids.
is bijective, and for P 0 ∈ spec(H) we have
Moreover, if P ∈ spec(S), then S P = (H \ P ) −1 S, and H P ∩H ⊂ S P is also a root extension.
) H is an extraction monoid if and only if S is an extraction monoid.
(e) A subset Q ⊂ H is a Cale basis for H if and only if it is a Cale basis for S. If Q is a tame Cale basis for S, then it is also tame for H. If S is contained in the quotient monoid of H and Q is a tame Cale basis for H, then it is also tame for S. (f) H is inside factorial if and only if S is inside factorial. If S is tamely inside factorial, then so is H. If S is contained in the quotient monoid of H and H is tamely inside factorial, then so is S.
Proof. (a)
The inclusion H × ⊂ S × ∩ H is obvious. If u ∈ S × ∩ H and v ∈ S satisfies uv = 1, let n ∈ N be such that v n ∈ H. Then 1 = (uv) n = u(u n−1 v n ) and hence u ∈ H × .
(b) In order to show that j is bijective and j −1 is as asserted, we must prove the following two assertions:
(1) If P ∈ spec(S), then P ∩ H ∈ spec(H) and P = {x ∈ S | x n ∈ P ∩ H for some n ∈ N}.
(2) If P 0 ∈ spec(H) and P = {x ∈ S | x n ∈ P 0 for some n ∈ N}, then P ∈ spec(S) and P ∩ H = P 0 . Both assertions are easily verified.
As to the quotient monoids, we obviously have H P ∩H = (H \ P ) −1 H ⊂ (H \ P ) −1 S ⊂ S P . If z ∈ S P , say z = t −1 a, where a ∈ S and t ∈ S \ P , let n ∈ N be such that a n , t n ∈ H. Then t n ∈ H \ P , z n ∈ H P ∩H and z = (t n ) −1 (t n−1 a) ∈ (H \ P ) −1 S. Therefore S P = (H \ P ) −1 S and S P ⊃ H P ∩H is a root extension.
(c) If x, y ∈ H, then obviously λ H (x, y) ≤ λ S (x, y). If r ∈ N 0 , s ∈ N and x r | S y s , then there exists some m ∈ N satisfying x rm | H y sm and hence
Taking the supremum over all such (r, s), we obtain λ S (x, y) ≤ λ H (x, y), and thus equality holds.
(d) Let H be an extraction monoid, x, y ∈ S and m ∈ N such that x m , y m ∈ H. Then there exists some (r, s) ∈ N 0 × N such that x mr | H y ms and r s = λ H (x m , y m ). Then x mr | S y mr and λ S (x, y) = λ S (x m , y m ) = λ H (x m , y m ) = mr ms . Hence S is an extraction monoid. Let S be an extraction monoid and x, y ∈ H. Let (r, s) ∈ N 0 × N be such that x r | S y s and r s = λ S (x, y) = λ H (x, y). There exists some m ∈ N such that x rm | H y sm , and since rm sm = λ H (x, y), we conclude that H is an extraction monoid.
(e) If Q ⊂ H, then condition (C2) holds for H if and only if it holds for S, and if condition (C1) holds for S, then it holds for H. Suppose now that condition (C1) holds for H, and suppose that
where ε, ε ∈ S × , ν(q), ν (q) ∈ N 0 and ν(q) = ν (q) = 0 for almost all q ∈ Q. Let m ∈ N be such that ε m , ε m ∈ H. Then ε m , ε m ∈ H × by (a), and
implies ν(q)m = ν (q)m and hence ν(q) = ν (q) for all q ∈ Q. If Q is tame for S, then it is obviously also tame for H. Suppose now that Q is tame for H and S is contained in the quotient monoid of H. If q ∈ Q, then there exists some e ∈ N such that eλ(q, x) ∈ N 0 for all x ∈ H. If x ∈ S, then x = a −1 b for some a, b ∈ H, and therefore eλ(q, x) = −eλ(q, a) + eλ(q, b) ∈ N 0 . Hence Q is also tame for S.
(f) If H is inside factorial, then S is inside factorial by (e). Suppose now that S is inside factorial, and let Q ⊂ S be a Cale basis for S. For q ∈ Q, let n(q) ∈ N be such that q n(q) ∈ H. Then Q = {q n(q) | q ∈ Q} is a Cale basis for S by Corollary 2 and hence one for H by (e). The assertions concerning tameness follow by (e).
Recall that an element x ∈ QH is called almost integral over H if there exists some c ∈ H such that cx n ∈ H for all n ∈ N. The overmonoid H = {x ∈ QH | x is almost integral over H } is called the complete integral closure of H, and H is called completely integrally closed if H = H. It is easily checked (and well known) that H ⊂ H. Indeed, if x ∈ H, N ∈ N and x N ∈ H, and if c ∈ H is such that cx j ∈ H for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N −1}, then cx n ∈ H for all n ∈ N. Consequently, every completely integrally closed monoid is root-closed. By [11] , Exercise 22.11, every generalized Krull monoid is completely integrally closed. Proposition 6. Let H be an extraction monoid. Then H = H, and H is completely integrally closed.
Proof. For the proof of H = H it is sufficient to show that H ⊂ H. Suppose that x ∈ H, and let c ∈ H be such that cx n ∈ H for all n ∈ N. Since (cx) n = c n−1 (cx n ), we have c n−1 | (cx) n for all n ∈ N and therefore λ(c, cx) ≥ 1. Since H is an extraction monoid, there exist r, s ∈ N such that r ≥ s and c r | (cx) s . In particular, it follows that c s | (cx) s ,
and hence x ∈ H. By Proposition 5 (d), H is an extraction monoid. As we have just proved, this implies H = H = H, and therefore H is completely integrally closed.
Theorem 4 (Characterization of inside factorial monoids). For a monoid H, the following assertions are equivalent: (a) H is inside factorial.
(b) H is a rational generalized Krull monoid whose class group C t (H) is a torsion group.
(c) H is an extraction monoid, and H is a rational generalized Krull monoid whose class group C t ( H) is a torsion group. The analogous characterization holds for tamely inside factorial monoids if in (b) and (c) the term "rational generalized" is omitted.
Proof. By Proposition 5 (f), H is (tamely) inside factorial if and only if the same is true for H. Hence the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Theorem 3. By Lemma 2 (c), an inside factorial monoid is an extraction monoid, and by Proposition 6 an extraction monoid H satisfies H = H. Hence (b) and (c) are equivalent.
Corollary 5. Let S be a rational generalized Krull monoid whose class group C t (S) is a torsion group, and let H ⊂ S be a submonoid such that f S ⊂ H for some f ∈ H. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
If S is a Krull monoid, then in statement (a) H is even tamely inside factorial.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b) follows by Theorem 4, and (b) =⇒ (c) follows by Proposition 6. (c) =⇒
(a) follows by Theorem 4 as soon as we verify that H = S. Since H ⊂ S = S, it is sufficient to prove that S ⊂ H. But if x ∈ S, then f x n ∈ H for all n ∈ N which implies x ∈ H. Example 1. Let H be a submonoid of the additive monoid (Q ≥0 ) n , Q = QH ⊂ Q n and Q ≥0 = Q ∩ (Q ≥0 ) n . Then the injection Q ≥0 → (Q ≥0 ) n is a divisor homomorphism with class group Q n /Q. If Q contains a basis of Q n , then Q n /Q is a torsion group and by Proposition 3 Q ≥0 is a rational generalized Krull monoid with torsion class group . We now assume that Q contains a basis of Q n and choose a positive integer q ∈ N such that qZ n ⊂ Q. We assume further that there exists some a ∈ Q ≥0 such that a + Q ≥0 ⊂ H. Then the assumptions of Corollary 5 are satisfied for S = Q ≥0 , and therefore H is inside factorial if and only if H = Q ≥0 . Since qN n 0 ⊂ Q ≥0 is a root extension and H ⊂ Q ≥0 , it follows that H = Q ≥0 if and only if there exists some m ∈ N such that mN n 0 ⊂ H. Let e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ Q n be the unit vectors. Then H is inside factorial if and only if there exists some m ∈ N such that me i ∈ H for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and in this case it is easily checked that {me 1 , . . . , me n } is a Cale basis for H. If Q is finitely generated, then Q ≥0 is a Krull monoid (indeed, let k ∈ N be such that
is finitely generated and root-closed by [8] , Theorem 1, and therefore it is a Krull monoid by [8] , Theorem 5). Hence, if Q is finitely generated and H is inside factorial, then it is tamely inside factorial.
If n = 1, then all assumptions made above are satisfied and we obtain the following result: Every submonoid H ⊂ Q ≥0 is inside factorial, and it is tamely inside factorial if and only if its quotient group is cyclic (observe that every finitely generated subgroup of Q is cyclic). In particular, every numerical semigroup is tamely inside factorial (recall that a numerical semigroup is an additive submonoid S ⊂ N 0 for which N 0 \ S is finite).
Rational weakly Krull monoids
In this section, we characterize inside factorial monoids among weakly Krull monoids. Note that an inside factorial monoid need not be weakly Krull (see Example 2 below). Nevertheless, inside factorial weakly Krull monoids form a rich class of monoids and have a nice characterization among all weakly Krull monoids.
We recall some definitions (for details see [11] ). A monoid H is called primary if H \ H × is the only prime ideal of H. A monoid H is called weakly Krull if it possesses a defining system of finite character consisting of H-essential primary monoids. If H is weakly Krull, then X(H) is the set of all prime t-ideals of H, and {H P | P ∈ X(H)} is the smallest system of finite character consisting of H-essential primary monoids. For a divisor-theoretic characterization of weakly Krull monoids see [10] .
Example 2. Let H = [±2, ±3] be the multiplicative submonoid of Z generated by ±2 and ±3. Then H = [−1, 2, 3] is factorial, and therefore H is tamely inside factorial by Theorem 4. But H is not weakly Krull (see [10] , p. 432).
It is easily seen that {2, 3} is a tame Cale basis for H. Since 2 | (−2)(−3), 2 (−2) and 2 3 n for all n ∈ N, it follows that 2 is not primary.
Definition 5.
A monoid H is called a) strongly rational if H is a rational primary valuation monoid; b) rational weakly Krull if it possesses a defining system of finite character consisting of H-essential strongly rational monoids.
By [11] , Theorem 15.4, every strongly rational monoid is primary. Hence a monoid H is rational weakly Krull if and only if it is weakly Krull and H P is strongly rational for all P ∈ X(H). Lemma 3. Let H be a monoid such that H red is isomorphic to a submonoid of Q ≥0 . Then H is strongly rational.
Proof. Let Γ ⊂ Q ≥0 be a submonoid and ϕ : H red ∼ → Γ an isomorphism. Let Q ⊂ Q be a quotient group of Γ. By [8] , Theorem 3, we have Γ = Q ≥0 = Q ∩ Q ≥0 , and therefore Γ is a rational primary valuation monoid. Let ϕ : QH red = QH/H × ∼ → Q be the quotient isomorphism of ϕ. Then ϕ(H/H × ) = Γ, hence H/H × is reduced, and consequently H red = H/H × Γ.
Remark. The converse of Lemma 3 is not true. The multiplicative monoid H = [2, −2] ⊂ Z generated by 2 and −2 is a reduced strongly rational monoid, and yet there is no monomorphism H → Q ≥0 .
Proposition 7.
A root-closed monoid is a rational weakly Krull monoid if and only if it is a rational generalized Krull monoid.
Proof. By the very definition, every rational generalized Krull monoid is rational weakly Krull.
If H is a rational weakly Krull monoid, then {H P | P ∈ X(H)} is a defining system of finite character of H consisting of strongly rational monoids. By [11] , Corollary 14.2, the monoids H P are root-closed, and thus they are rational primary valuation monoids. Hence H is a rational generalized Krull monoid. Proposition 8. Let H be a weakly Krull monoid and H its root-closure.
(a) H is a weakly Krull monoid, and H is rational weakly Krull if and only if H is rational weakly Krull. (b) There is an exact sequence of abelian groups
where M is the cokernel of the natural homomorphism
In particular, C t (H) is a torsion group if and only if C t (H) is a torsion group.
Proof. For P ∈ spec(H), we set P = {x ∈ H | x n ∈ P for some n ∈ N} .
By Proposition 5 (b), the assignment P → P defines a bijective map spec(H) → spec(H), which is inclusion-preserving and therefore maps X(H) onto X(H). For P ∈ X(H), we have H P = H P = H P (the first equality follows by Proposition 5 (b), and the second one is easily checked; see also [11] , Theorem 14.2 for r = s). Since {H P | P ∈ X(H)} is a defining system of finite character for H, it follows that {H P | P ∈ X(H)} is one for H (see [5] , Theorem 5.6). Since H P is primary, the same is true for H P = H P (see [11] , Theorem 15.4) and, by definition, H P is strongly rational if and only if H P is strongly rational. Hence H is weakly Krull, and H is even rational if and only if H is rational.
For the class groups, we apply [11] , Corollary 26.5 to obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows in which α and β are epimorphisms:
By the Snake Lemma, γ is also an epimorphism, and there is an exact sequence
the assertion follows.
Theorem 5. Let H be a weakly Krull monoid. Then H is inside factorial if and only if it is rational weakly Krull and its class group is a torsion group.
Proof. By Theorem 4, Proposition 7 and Proposition 8.
Integral domains
Let R be an integral domain and R • = R \ {0} its multiplicative monoid. We investigate the arithmetic of R by means of that of the monoid R • . Recall that R is a (rational generalized) Krull domain if and only if R • is a (rational generalized) Krull monoid, and in this case C(R) = C t (R • ) is its (divisor) class group.
An integral domain R is called an extraction domain, (tamely) inside factorial, or outside factorial if R • has that property.
An extension
is a root extension (equivalently, for every x ∈ R 2 there exists some n ∈ N such that x n ∈ R 1 ).
Theorem 6. An integral domain is outside factorial if and only if it is a Krull domain whose class group C(R) is a torsion group.
Proof. Obvious by Theorem 1.
Remark. Krull domains whose class group is a torsion group were first investigated by U. Storch who called them almost factorial (see [3] , Proposition 6.8, or [11] , Exercise 22.4).
Theorem 7.
Let R be an integral domain and R its integral closure.
(a) R is inside factorial if and only if R is a rational generalized Krull domain whose class group C(R) is a torsion group, and R ⊂ R is a root extension. (b) Let R be inside factorial. Then R is tamely inside factorial if and only if R is a Krull domain.
Proof. Let R be the complete integral closure of R, and let as usual R • denote the root-closure and R • the complete integral closure of the monoid R • . Then we have
1. If R is inside factorial, then R • is a rational generalized Krull monoid and C t (R • ) is a torsion group by Theorem 4. By [11] , Exercise 22.11, R • is completely integrally closed and
Therefore we obtain R = R, and R ⊂ R is a root extension. Since R • = R • is a rational generalized Krull monoid, R is a rational generalized Krull domain, and
If R is tamely inside factorial, then so is R • , and thus R • = R • is a Krull monoid by Theorem 4. Hence R is a Krull domain. 2. Suppose now that R is a rational generalized Krull domain, C( R) is a torsion group, and R ⊂ R is a root extension. Then R • = R • is a rational generalized Krull monoid, and C t (R • ) is a torsion group. Hence R • is inside factorial by Theorem 4, and therefore R is inside factorial.
If R is a Krull domain, then R • is a Krull monoid and R • is tamely inside factorial by Theorem 4. Hence R is tamely inside factorial.
Corollary 6. Let R be a noetherian integral domain and R its integral closure. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) R is tamely inside factorial.
(b) R is inside factorial.
(c) R ⊂ R is a root extension, and C( R) is a torsion group.
Proof. By the Mori-Nagata theorem, R is a Krull domain (see [3] ). Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 7.
Remark. For an arbitrary integral domain R, we may define its class group by C(R) = C t (R • ). For a divisor theoretic description of this class group in the case of a noetherian integral domain see [12] . By Proposition 8, we may replace C( R) by C(R) in Corollary 6 (c).
We conclude this paper with the investigation of orders in (finite) algebraic number fields. In this case, the condition of inside factoriality is equivalent to several other factorization properties. We recall some simple definitions from factorization theory.
Let R be a noetherian integral domain. Then every a ∈ R • \ R × has a (not necessarily unique) factorization into irreducible elements (called atoms) of R. For such a factorization a = u 1 · · · · · u r , we call r its length, and we denote by L(a) the set of all lengths of factorizations of a. Then
is called the elasticity of a, and
is called the elasticity of R. [min L(a n )] = ∞.
(h) For every a ∈ R • , there are only finitely many atoms dividing some power a n of a.
Proof. Since R is a Dedekind domain and C( R) is finite, the equivalence of (a), (b) and (d) follows by Corollary 6. Since R is a finitely generated R-module, there exists some f ∈ R • such that f R ⊂ R. Hence the equivalence of (a) and (c) follows by Corollary 5. The equivalence of (d) and (e) was proved in [17] , Proposition 3, and the equivalence of (e) and (f) is in [9] , Corollary 4. For the proof of the equivalence of (e), (g) and (h) we use the methods derived in [4] and [7] . If I ∈ I t (R • ) * , then I = I ∪ {0} is an invertible ideal of R, and I(R) = {I | I ∈ I t (R • ) * } is the monoid of all invertible ideals of R. If
∂ :
R • → I(R) a → aR denotes the canonical divisor homomorphism of R, then C(∂) Pic(R) is a finite group. If (e) holds, then I(R) has nearly unique factorization by [7] , Satz 2, and (h) follows by [4] , Proposition 4. Clearly, (h) implies (g), and we finally have to prove (g) =⇒ (e). Suppose that (e) is false, and let P ∈ spec(R) be a prime ideal such that there is more than one prime ideal of R lying above P . Let P 1 , . . . , P s be the prime ideals of R lying above P , and suppose that s ≥ 2. Then R P is a semilocal Dedekind domain with maximal ideals (P 1 ) P , . . . , (P S ) P , and hence it is a principal ideal domain. Let p 1 , . . . , p s ∈ R be such that (P i ) P = p i R P for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Then every a ∈ R • P has a unique representation in the form a = p n 1 1 · . . . · p ns s u , where u ∈ R × P and either n 1 = . . . = n s = 0, u ∈ R × P , or n 1 , . . . , n s ∈ N. For each a ∈ R • P \ R × P , the ideal aR P ∩ R is an invertible P -primary ideal of R. Since ( R : R) < ∞, there exists some e ∈ N such that p n 1 1 · . . . · p ns s u ∈ R P , whenever n 1 , . . . , n s ≥ e and u ∈ R × P . We consider the ideal
e R P ∩ R and, for every n ∈ N 0 the ideals Q n = p n+e 1 (p 2 · . . . · p s ) e R P ∩ R and Q n = p e 1 (p 2 · . . . · p s ) n+e R P ∩ R .
They are invertible P -primary ideals of R satisfying Q n = Q (n−2)e Q (n−2)e for all n ≥ 2 .
If h = #Pic(R), then Q h = aR for some a ∈ R • , Q h n = b n R and Q h n = b n R for all n ≥ 0, where b n , b n ∈ R • \ R × satisfy max L(b n ) ≤ he and max L(b n ) ≤ he. Since a n = b (n−2)e b (n−2)e u for some u ∈ R × , we obtain min L(a n ) ≤ max L(b (n−2)e ) + max L(b (n−2)e ) ≤ 2he, which contradicts (g).
Remark. Proposition 9 remains true, if R is a one-dimensional noetherian integral domain whose integral closure R is a finitely generated R-module such that C t (R) and ( R × : R × ) are finite. The finiteness of the elasticity of finitely generated algebras over Z and over Q was studied in [13] .
Example 3. For orders in quadratic number fields, the equivalence of (d) and (e) in Proposition 9 can be made more explicit. Suppose that K is a quadratic number field, and let R 1 ⊂ R ⊂ K be orders with discriminants D 1 and D. If f = (R : R 1 ), then D 1 = Df 2 . If P 1 is a maximal ideal of R 1 and p the underlying prime number, then there is more than one prime ideal of R lying above P 1 if and only if ( 
